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January 24, 2016

Please Don’t Feed, I Mean Dissect, the Lions!
ispeakforpaws.com/please-dont-feed-i-mean-dissect-the-lions

Last week, The Guardian posted an article (graphic images) about a zoo in Denmark that
publicly dissected a young, male lion. The Odense Zoo had previously euthanized three young
lions. Their explanation? They had too many. The zoo stated that they were worried that the
nine month old siblings were becoming sexually mature and they wanted to avoid inbreeding.
The mutilated lion’s siblings, a male and female, are being kept in the zoo’s freezers until the
zoo can decide what to do with them.

A crowd of 300-400 onlookers, adults and children, gathered to watch the public dissection.
They first removed the lion’s tongue and then proceeded to his other organs, lifting them in the
air to display to the crowd. The event was publicized as educational and fun.

While some have defended the zoo’s decision to euthanize, then publicly dissect the young
lion, there are far more people who find the actions abhorrent and inhumane. First of all, if any
zoo has too many lions, why are they allowing them to breed? Contraception and sterilization
exist for a reason. Accredited sanctuaries do not allow their inhabitants to breed. Breeding
captive wild animals does not alter the status of any animal that is threatened, endangered, or
at risk of extinction. Most wild animal breeders supply the black market trade in endangered
animal parts or to unsuspecting owners as illegal pets. A zoo that is overbreeding is
demonstrating willful irresponsibility and not aiding in animal conservation in the least.
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What does the zoo think that they are teaching the general public by dissecting the lion?
Dissecting a lion, or any animal, is not educational. The only thing that most of us have
learned from this publicity stunt is that the caretakers at the Odense Zoo are sadistic and
willfully cruel. I can only imagine what the general, daily care of the lions is like if the zoo
workers can so callously kill and mutilate one of the animals who rely on them for care.

Why does anyone still believe that animal dissection is necessary? There is a growing trend in
science classes and medical schools around the world to utilize virtual dissection as an
alternative to cutting up corpses of humans or animals. It is both more cost effective and a
better training tool. Publicly dismembering a lion is a grandiose display of ignorance that
panders to the sadists and sociopaths in society.

Who would expose their child to such a merciless and cold-blooded act? What do these
parents think that witnessing this gruesome maiming will teach their children? According to
Livestrong.com, “abuse of animals is an indicator that a child needs help. A child with an
interest in watching others suffer may start by inflicting harm on animals.” By allowing children
to witness the brutal act of dissection, are you not telling them that it is acceptable to harm
animals and that their lives do not matter? Animals  require our protection, stewardship, and
guardianship.

It is a parent’s responsibility to teach children empathy for all living things. According to
Psychology Today, “a child who abuses animals requires immediate intervention and
treatment. Animal abuse is often the first manifestation of serious emotional turmoil that may
escalate into extreme violence, such as mass killing.” Many infamous serial killers, such as
Jeffrey Dahmer, Albert DeSalvo (the Boston Strangler), David Berkowitz (Son of Sam), and
Dennis Rader (BTK) describe their first kill as a neighborhood animal or their own pets. Ted
Bundy watched his father torture small animals and later also tortured animals before turning
his attention to murdering at least 40 people.

How hard can the Odense Zoo really have tried to find new homes for the lions if they truly did
not have enough room? I am not a fan of zoos due to their exploitation and mistreatment of
animals, but I am certain that there are countless zoos who would have welcomed young lions
to their menagerie to diversify their own blood lines. Perhaps they did not want to share their
animals with another zoo. Zoos are not the only options. A quick Google search reveals a
plethora of lion sanctuaries that I am sure would gladly have welcomed the young lions. I am
curious about the Odense Zoo’s actual efforts to find the animals a home. After their rather
showy exhibition and public statement that they have too many lions, I sincerely hope that they
are not continuing to breed lions.

LionAlert.com reports that lion populations in the wild are critically endangered. In 2015, the
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN), estimated that the lion population
has “undergone a reduction of approximately 42% over the past 21 years (approximately three
lion generations, 1993-2014).” They estimate that fewer than 20,000 lions remain. With so few
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lions left in the wild and more being killed on trophy hunts in Africa (remember Cecil?), do we
really want to send the message that killing an endangered species for fun is an acceptable
form of entertainment?

I have developed a particular dislike for zoos over my lifetime. While I have frequented zoos in
the past, I always seemed to leave with a disquieted and disheartening feeling. Animals
routinely appeared depressed or anxious. Enclosures seemed too small. I have not been to a
zoo since 2009 and have no intentions of ever returning to any zoo, aquarium, circus, roadside
attraction, or any entertainment venue that supports the exploitation and irresponsible
treatment of animals. OneGreenPlanet.com has an informative list of “10 Reasons to Skip
Your Next Zoo Visit.” There are plenty of ways to experience wildlife in its natural habitat:
scuba diving, snorkeling, hiking, and bird watching, to name a few. If you are not physically
capable to participate in those activities, there are many sanctuaries at which you can
volunteer and online wild animal webcams you can watch from the comfort of your couch.

One caveat: All sanctuaries are not created equally. Be sure that a sanctuary is accredited by
either the American Sanctuary Association (ASA) or the Global Federation of Animal
Sanctuaries (GFAS). Even some of the listed sanctuaries do not meet my standards. While
researching sanctuaries for the newsletter I will be launching in February, I discovered that a
number of the sanctuaries on the ASA and GFAS lists not only breed animals, but they are
open to the public, which I believe is unnecessary exploitation. The ISFP Newsletter will only
report on accredited global sanctuaries that neither breed animals nor are open to the public
on a daily basis.

Remember, we all have voices. Use yours for good.

I have a voice and I Speak For Paws!

Please follow me on Twitterand Facebook.

Tammy Wunsch
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November 14, 2015

Lions, Tigers, and Bears
ispeakforpaws.com/lions-tigers-and-bears

Lions, tigers, and bears – oh my! Oh my, indeed. When the whole world erupted into righteous
indignation at Cecil the lion’s murder, I had just been informed that I could try out for an
internship position at ForceChange.com by writing a trial petition. Cecil’s death seemed a
perfect topic for my first petition. It had all the elements of a heart-rending story: the wilds of
Africa, worldwide indignation, a callous, big game hunter, and a well-known lion, tragically
slaughtered for sport.

When I started researching the topic, however, I came across something that I had not
previously known. Hunters need not travel to Africa to slaughter a beloved, endangered
species. They can pack their guns and head to exotic animal ranches located right here in the
United States. I thought I was misreading the articles I found on Google, but I wasn’t.

For a fee, of course, you and your friends can travel to any number of exotic animal ranches
and arrange to hunt and murder any exotic animal your callous heart desires. It might be a
stretch to call it hunting, though as the ranchers lure the animals to feeding stations on the
ranch and often drug the animals to make them more complacent. The ranches guarantee you
will bag the trophy of your choice, and they do not want you to leave disappointed. They even
“process” the murdered animal, mount the head, and deliver it right to your door. Hey, you
wouldn’t want to be seen transporting your endangered souvenir and branded a murdered by
your animal-loving neighbors.
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These types of hunts are called canned hunts. Nobody can even vaguely claim that there is
any amount of sport involved. Mr. Big Game Hunter – though I am certain that woman also
participate – sits and waits by a feeding station. The exotic animal, whether it is a lion, tiger,
leopard, bear, zebra, giraffe, or buffalo, has been trained to retrieve its food at certain times
throughout the day, assuring that it will show up at the feeding station. Mr. Big Game Hunter
then murders the exotic animal while it eats and, presumably, feels some sense of
accomplishment and triumph for slaying this mighty beast. I am really not sure how this
exhibits any degree of hunting skill or ability.

For a short while, people who wanted to kill an exotic animal, but who were unwilling to travel
even within the United States, could participate in a barbaric and egregious slaughter over the
internet. Exotic animal ranches would set up guns on tripods near the feeding stations. When
the animals came to feed, the “hunter” would merely line up the crosshairs on his computer
screen and fire away. His murdered animal was then processed and his trophy was shipped
directly to his door. Yes, this existed. I’m not sure how anyone was able to experience any
sense of pride or achievement in their abilities by internet hunting is beyond me. And yes, this
happened in the United States.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), which is supposed to protect animals, has failed to
find any fault in these canned hunts. They didn’t even protest the internet hunting. Public
outrage led the ranch owner to discontinue the internet service. Many of the exotic animal
hunters are inexperienced or don’t know how to handle their weapons correctly. This leads to
slow and agonizing deaths for the mercilessly hunted animals. Thank you, FWS, for not being
on the side of animals.

You might think that acquiring these exotic animals would be a difficult process. It is not. There
are captive breeding programs of endangered animals scattered throughout the U.S. In fact,
there are more tigers kept as pets than there are in the wild. Any high school can annually
order a live tiger cub mascot. Anybody who has ever thought it would be great to own a lion
can find one online or through a captive breeder. If you want to start a business selling photos
with cute leopard cubs, you can find one on the World Wide Web. You will make money, but at
what expense? Most of these baby exotic animals were ripped from their mothers, depriving
them of normal maternal bonding and a chance to learn natural behaviors in their natural
environment. When they are captured from the wild, the mother is usually slaughtered for her
infant.

What happens when all these cute, baby, exotic animals grow too large to handle? After all,
they are wild at heart even if they are not living in the wild and haven’t naturally learned any
wild behaviors. These cute juvenile animals are sold to fur farms, breeders, exotic meat
dealers, research laboratories, the entertainment industry, or exotic animal ranches. That cute
little cub you had your photo taken with on your last vacation could now be mounted on some
hunter’s wall or be confined in a cramped cage in a captive breeding facility.
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There are a few lucky survivors who are taken in by wild animal sanctuaries. Not all
sanctuaries, however, treat their animals with the love and respect they so deserve. The
Global Federation of Animal Sanctuaries (GFAS) provides accreditation for prospective
sanctuaries. They must meet a number of stringent criteria, most important of which is to
provide lifetime care for animals that have been abused, injured, abandoned, or are otherwise
in need. The GFAS-approved sanctuaries cannot exploit or breed the animals, and must limit
their exposure and interaction with the public.

In 2009, a pet chimpanzee in Connecticut mauled the owner’s friend, someone the chimp
knew. It was a vicious attack that sparked outrage and fear across the United States. After all,
lots of people owned some type of exotic pet. At that time, most states did not have any
regulations regarding a person’s right to own an exotic animal and treat it as a pet. According
to Born Free, U.S.A., 20 states now have bans on private ownership of exotic pets; 9 states
have a partial ban; 12 states require the owner to obtain a license or permit; and 9 states have
no license or permit requirements but regulate ownership in some way. It’s a good start, but
there are still loopholes that need to be closed and people need to be better educated about
the dangers of exotic pet ownership – both to themselves, their communities, and the animals.

So, the next time you see an advertisement to get your photo taken with an exotic baby animal,
don’t do it. Not only do you endanger the animal’s health and cause it stress, you are
perpetuating an industry that does nothing for animal conservation and often leads to torturous
and agonizing deaths for the animal.

As long as there is cruel, abusive, and inhumane treatment of animals, I will continue to speak
out about the dangers of exotic pet ownership, the horror that exists in the form of exotic
animal hunting ranches, and people who mistreat animals.

I have a voice and I speak for paws.

Tammy Wunsch
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June 6, 2016

Worship the Tiger
ispeakforpaws.com/worship-the-tiger

It goes without saying – but I’ll say it anyway – tigers are magnificent creatures. I had always
thought that I would like to have a picture of myself with a lion or tiger cub. They are cute and
cuddly and absolutely beautiful. That was before I knew. Before I learned what happens to all
those cute, cuddly tiger and lion cubs when they are no longer controllable and small enough
to handle. I never got my picture with a tiger or lion cub, and now, that makes me happy.

After tiger and lion cubs outgrow their picture-taking usefulness, they are often sold to
backyard breeders, roadside attractions, unaccredited zoos, circuses, or hunting ranches. The
ranches exist so “hunters” can feel superior to these animals by hunting them in a canned,
unchallenged hunt where the animals are usually sedated and lured with food to guarantee a
“kill”.

Even worse than the hunting ranches, if that’s possible, are those who claim to be
conservationists and love tigers only to exploit, mistreat, captive breed, illegally sell, and
callously murder them for profit. All of these activities have been occurring at the Tiger
Temple, or Wat Pha Luang Ta Bua Yanasampanno, in Thailand since it received its first tiger
cub in 1999.

Tiger Temple was founded in 1994 as a forest temple and sanctuary for wild animals,
specifically Indochinese Tigers. It was originally intended to exist as a Theravada Buddhist
Temple, but the Temple’s checkered history contradicts that intention. Theravada Buddhism is
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the more conservative of the two schools of Buddhism and literally means “school of the elder
monks”. Worldwide, there are over 150 million Theravada Buddhists and the belief system has
begun to take root in the West. Unlike other forms of Buddhism, Theravada Buddhism relies
on the teachings of ancient texts.

Tiger Temple received its first tiger cub in 1999, though it died shortly after arrival.  Soon after,
they later received several more tiger cubs and the number of tigers has continuously grown
throughout the years. As of 2016, the number of tigers exceeded 130. The tigers are attended
to by monks and volunteers from around the world. The temple earns money for the
maintenance of the temple, tigers, and other assorted wild animals housed there by charging a
fee for admission and various other fees for pictures with the tigers.

The monks claim they are aiding in the conservation of the tiger species, however, this is a
fallacy. They operate as an unlicensed breeding facility and tiger and tiger parts warehouse.
The temple has frequently been accused of disobeying the Convention of International Trade
of Exotic Species (CITES), as well as Thai and Laotian law by secretly exchanging tigers with
a tiger farm in Laos.

Previous attempts to liberate the tigers have failed due to the influence of the temple within the
Thai government. There have been numerous reports of mistreatment, illegal breeding, and
trafficking for years. Employees claim that the tigers are well-treated and are being bred to
release back into the wild. Tigers bred in captivity are generally not released into the wild as
they have not learned any survival skills and would perish. Past visitors and volunteers have
reported that the animals are beaten, badly fed, often sedated, and live in small cages.

Earlier this year, a coalition of 39 conservation groups sent a letter to the Director General of
the National Parks of Thailand under the name the International Tiger Coalition. The letter
urged the Director General to take action against Tiger Temple over its import and export of at
least 12 tigers with Laos, its lack of affiliation with an accredited conservation breeding
program, and to genetically test the tigers to determine their lineage and actual value to tiger
conservation programs. The letter states that the temple has neither the facilities, relationships,
nor desire to manage its tigers appropriately. The letter concludes that the temple is motivated
purely by profit.

In February 2015, Thai officials arrived at Tiger Temple with a warrant and seized protected
wild birds. Tigers were purportedly impounded on the premises. Government action appeared
to stagnate until January 2016 when two two reports were issued alleging mistreatment and
abuse of the tigers. From January through May, there has been a roller coaster of activity
between the Thai authorities and Tiger Temple.

In mid-May 2016, authorities arrived to remove the tigers and were blocked from entering.
They returned with a warrant the next day and began to remove tigers, planning to rescue
them all over the coming days. The monks maliciously unchained some of the adult tigers,
making it more difficult for the authorities to tranquilize and safely capture them. While
conducting a search of the temple, over 40 dead cubs and body parts from tigers and other
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animals were found stuffed in a freezer. According to the Director of National Parks, the tiger
cubs had been killed recently even though the temple had not reported the birth of any tiger
cubs for months. One of the monks was stopped from leaving with over 1,000 amulets
containing pieces of tiger skin, multiple tiger pelts, and numerous tiger teeth. A few days later,
as the rescue continued, 30 additional dead tiger cub bodies were found in containers with
English labels suggesting that they may have been for sale.

If you run a Google search on “Tiger Temple”, tourism advertisements still pop up. On the
websites, the tourism companies state that Tiger Temple is closed but tourists can still go to
Tiger Safari Park where you can play and interact with tiger, lion, and leopard cubs.
Apparently, people never learn.

All of the 137 live tigers that lived at Tiger Temple have now been rescued and sent to one of
two interim government breeding facilities. Born in captivity, they would not be able to survive
in the wild.

The tigers’ ghastly ordeal is mostly over. I am certain that the tigers will be dispersed over the
coming months to sanctuaries where my hope is that they will live the rest of their lives in
peace, free from exploitation, neglect, and abuse.

The saga is not over, however, as the case has now been referred to local police. They will be
gathering evidence that the temple was involved with illegal wildlife trafficking. The Thai
National Parks and Wildlife and Plant Conservation Department has specifically asked the
police to look into the monks who were caught leaving the temple with tiger pelts, tiger body
parts, and amulets containing tiger hair and skin. Many of the macabre discoveries occurred
near the abbot’s residence. The abbot was the leader of the temple, but he left the temple for
Bangkok last Sunday and nobody knows where he is currently located.

The moral of the whole story is to not become so enchanted with the beauty of a wild animal
that you will pay any facility, in the U.S. or abroad, to play or take a photo with a captive wild
animal. These animals are wild and don’t deserve the cruel and inhumane treatment at these
facilities. They are drugged and beaten into compliance. Their lives are miserable and they
often live in small cages or chained to a wall. After their usefulness as photo props and profit
centers, they are sent to even greater horrors where they face additional cruelties and death.
The Wildcat Sanctuary has a wonderful video about saying “NO” to cub petting. Please watch
the video and read the article. It is enlightening, entertaining, and sobering at the same time.
Heed their advice and just say NO!

Use your voice to speak for those who have none.

I have a voice and I Speak For Paws.

I have some additional, exciting news to report. I Speak For Paws is working on a social
network for people interested in animal welfare, animal rights, and animal stories of every
flavor. The new network will be titled “A Voice For Paws”. I hope you join the network where
you will be able to join groups, meet like-minded individuals, watch animal videos, read and
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comment on articles and posts, and be part of a community of people who use their voices for
those who have none. There will also be blogs concerned with animal welfare and news from
sanctuaries around the world. If you or someone you know has a blog that you would like to
share on the new network, please contact me at: Tammy@ISpeakForPaws.com. I plan to
launch the new site in July 2016 if all goes well, and will post the details here. Keep checking
your inbox for updates and thank you for your support!

Tammy Wunsch
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June 15, 2016

Worship the Tiger, Part II
ispeakforpaws.com/worship-the-tiger-part-ii

The Tiger Temple story just gets more convoluted and more sinister as every day passes.
Let’s start with the good news. According to the Bangkok Post, 300 zoos will be inspected for
illegal activities in a growing investigation into wildlife trafficking. This can only be good news
for those animals suffering in captivity.

Thailand has long enjoyed a booming wildlife “tourism” market which exploits animals cruelly
and inhumanely. From orangutan boxing to cub selfies to forcing animals to perform
demeaning tricks for tourists, the quest for the tourist money is merciless and neverending,
especially for the animals. The sad fact is that most of the venues who most viciously abuse
the animals claim to be conservationists who love the animals. The only excuse I can give the
tourists is that they are uninformed and clueless.

Thailand has unfortunately long been the center of illegal trade in wildlife and wildlife parts.
There are restaurants where you can consume tiger meat and stores where you can, illegally,
purchase tiger pelts and parts. There are even markets where you can purchase illicit wild
animals to have as your very own! Tigers are even shipped to other countries such as China
and Laos for further degradation and death.

Last week, the Thai authorities also raided the Sriracha Zoo in Chonburi. They seized more
than 100 animals, including two tigers and two elephants. The zoo has supposedly been under
scrutiny since 2004 when it was found to have sold more than 100 tigers to a Chinese zoo.
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Just like Tiger Temple, tourists can take selfies with tigers and tiger cubs at the Sriracha Zoo
and watch them perform demeaning tricks that are not part of their natural behavior, like
jumping through flaming hoops and walking on their hind legs.

The monks at Tiger Temple are defending the abbot, claiming he had no knowledge of the
illegal activities at the temple. This is difficult to believe as they found tiger pelts inside his
residence. Did they magically appear? The abbot disappeared during the week-long raid on
the temple and had scheduled a press conference to address the controversy. The press
conference was cancelled and the abbot was said to have had a heart attack. This seems
highly unlikely as he was photographed riding around the temple in a golf cart later that day,
waving to reporters. The Department of National Parks, Wildlife and Plant Conservation (DNP)
is urging police to investigate the temple’s finances. It is estimated they earn more than $30
million annually. If charges of criminal wildlife trafficking prove true, the temple could lose its
zoo license which it obtained in April 2016, a month before the tiger confiscation. If the temple
is cleared of charges and allowed to retain its zoo license, it could sue the government for the
return of the confiscated tigers.

Another sickening development in the story occurred when authorities found a house
approximately 30 miles from the temple. At the house, they found four live tigers and many
empty cages. The house is believed to be a tiger slaughterhouse. Police believe the tigers
were murdered for their hides, parts, and meat to be exported or sent to Thai restaurants to be
served to tourists seeking exotic meats. Inside the house, they found a large cutting board and
blood-stained knives. The two caretakers detained by police claimed that the tigers were the
private property of the house’s owner. Authorities are testing the animals to determine if they
are related to the 137 tigers seized at Tiger Temple.

Temple monks are accusing the Thai authorities of robbery. They claim that the authorities did
not have the right to confiscate the tigers and are suing to have them returned. More than 60
dead tiger cubs were found on the temple premises, some in a freezer and some preserved in
jars. Additionally, ten of the confiscated adult tigers were found to be lactating, though no tiger
births were reported by the temple. All 137 of the tigers seized were adults. There were no
tiger cubs.

The monks are attempting to explain the dead cubs by claiming that the mortality rate for tiger
cubs is close to 40 percent and that they were preserving the bodies for scientific purposes.
Even if the mortality rate for tiger cubs is 40 percent, the numbers of tigers and tiger cubs
seized at the temple don’t add up. Where are the surviving cubs and adult females who birthed
all those cubs? Thai law requires tiger cubs to be registered. None of the dead cubs were
registered. The temple is trying to diffuse its guilt by claiming that the DNP knew about the
dead cubs. The DNP is denying all knowledge of the situation. The temple faces more charges
than just illegal wildlife trafficking and unregistered tiger cub births. They are also being
investigated for encroaching on national forest land adjacent to the temple.
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The fate of the confiscated tigers is unclear. They are currently being cared for at a
government-run sanctuary with 24/7 veterinary care available. The sanctuaries are being
opened for the media’s viewing to prove that the tigers’ conditions have been improved over
life in Tiger Temple. Keepers at the government’s sanctuary are weaning the tigers off of their
temple diet of boiled chicken onto the proper nutrition for a tiger: raw, red meat.

For now, all we can do is wait for test results and speak out for the tigers who were saved from
Tiger Temple. Educate yourself on why it is important to not have wild animals as pets by
watching this video from the Wildcat Sanctuary which details why you should never participate
in an opportunity to pet, play, or take a selfie with a wild animal. They also have some
wonderful PSA’s about not owning a wild animal as a pet which you can view here. Share the
videos with your friends and family. Education is the best way to help reduce and eliminate the
captive wild animal industry once and for all.

Use your voice to speak for those who have none.

I have a voice and I Speak For Paws.

As I mentioned last week, I Speak For Paws is working on a social network for people
interested in animal welfare, animal rights, and animal stories of every flavor. The new social
network will be titled “A Voice For Paws”. I hope you join the network where you will be able to
join groups, meet like-minded individuals, watch animal videos, read and comment on articles
and posts, and be part of a community which uses their voices for those who have none.
There will also be blogs concerned with animal welfare and news from sanctuaries around the
world. If you or someone you know has a blog that you would like to share on the new network,
please contact me by email at Tammy@ISpeakForPaws.com.

I plan to launch the new site in July 2016 and will post the details here. Keep checking your
inbox for updates and thank you for your support!

Tammy Wunsch
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September 22, 2016

Still No News
ispeakforpaws.com/still-no-news

In May of this year, 137 tigers were “rescued” from the infamous Tiger Temple. Authorities
found dead cubs in the freezer as well as pelts and tiger parts located on the property. The
tigers were all moved to a sanctuary and the Thai authorities charged 22 people with
violations, including three monks. None of the cases have yet been tried in the courts and
there has been remarkably little information about the tigers’ fate. Sadly, the more time that
passes, the less likely the cases will ever be tried.

The Thai government’s seizure of the tigers initially appeared to be a turning point in their
previously laissez-faire attitude toward the monks at Tiger Temple. They had threatened
seizure earlier in the year, but did not follow through on their threats, seemingly intimidated by
the Abbot of the temple. If the Thai government wants to actually prove that it values the lives
of tigers, they need to take action against all the perpetrators of cruelty toward tigers.

There are an estimated 30 illegal tiger farms in Thailand in addition to other venues which
promote photos and interactions with tigers. These illegal farms and all venues promoting wild
animal interactions need to be shut down immediately and the captive animals inside should
be released to reputable, accredited sanctuaries. Not doing so just proves that their seizure of
the Tiger Temple tigers was a temporary appeasement of public opinion which had recently
turned against the temple.
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Many charities are trying to educate those who consume tiger meat, tiger wine, or believe that
medicine made with tiger parts will impart great strength. China is by far the largest consumer
of tiger products, and there is still a long way to go until everybody knows that consumption of
any part of a tiger does not impart strength or health upon the consumer.

Until such time as the Thai government releases information on the fate of the tigers, we must
keep up the pressure and publicity so that the tigers are not relegated to an even worse fate. A
few weeks ago, I emailed the authorities responsible for the seizure and asked for information
on the tigers. I received no response. If you would like to keep up the pressure on the Thai
government to do what is best for the tigers, please send an email to: Webmaster@dnp.go.th

We need to stay vocal and not let the tigers fade from the news, or they will be forgotten and
sold off to the highest bidder. Their fates are in our hands.

Always remember, use your voice to speak for those who have none.

I have a voice and I Speak For Paws.

Tammy Wunsch
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August 4, 2016

No News is….Good News?
ispeakforpaws.com/no-news-is-good-news

I had a great intention. Really. I was going to write a follow up on Tiger Temple. For those of
you who don’t regularly follow the blog, you can catch up on my posts about Tiger Temple
here and here.  In June of this year, the tigers were finally removed from the temple and sent
to sanctuaries in Thailand. There was a flurry of news and revealing discoveries about the
horrors the tigers endured over the next week. The authorities even located a slaughterhouse
where tigers were sent to supply meat and tiger parts to those who would purchase some
items.

I cannot find one word written about Tiger Temple after June 10. I have no idea what is
happening to the tigers that were confiscated. The temple seems to still be closed, but their
website directs those moronic tourists looking for big cat interactions to a safari park that is 10
miles away.

I even went to the site for the Thailand Department of National Parks, Wildlife, and Plant
Conservation. There was no news on their site about the tigers’ fate. I did find an email
address to contact the department and inquire about the tigers. I suggest that everyone who
reads this blog also send an email and demand to know what happened to the tigers after
confiscation. Are they regaining their health? Are they living as wild as they are able? Do they
receive sufficient food and enrichment? Is there anything that we can do to help the tigers?
Write today! That email is: Webmaster@dnp.go.th
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We cannot forget about the tigers and the years of abuse, neglect, torture, and  murder they
endured. We need to use our voices to speak for those who have none.

I have a voice and I Speak For Paws!

Tammy Wunsch
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April 11, 2016

Tigers – They’re GREAT!
ispeakforpaws.com/tigers-theyre-great

Tigers are the largest of the big cat species. They are amazing, beautiful creatures, and are
currently found only in Southeast Asia, China, and the Russian Far East. Unfortunately, the
newly wealthy in China think they’re great too, but not due to an interest in breakfast cereal.
Tigers are one of nature’s fiercest predators, though they are powerless against nature’s most
cruel predator – man, who breeds them for parts, starves them on Chinese tiger farms, and
beats them into submission for circus tricks.

Tiger farming is alive and well in China – which is far more than can be said for the tigers who
populate these farms. China, a signatory to CITES (Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora) has an estimated 6,000 tigers captive and
breeding on these farms. That is nearly twice the population of wild tigers in existence today.

While tiger farmers claim they are aiding in the conservation of the species, an investigation by
the Daily Mail found that the conditions the tigers are forced to live in are squalid, unsanitary,
and inhumane. (Read the article here.) They are fed mere scraps and seem to be literally
starving to death, emaciated and with their bones protruding. They are forced to perform tricks
for the diminishing number of paying visitors to the farm and beaten severely when
uncooperative. I don’t see how this helps the conservation of the species at all.
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What makes these Chinese tiger farms profitable? When a tiger dies on one of these
reprehensible tiger farms, usually from starvation or attack by a healthier tiger, the body is
taken to a factory where its skeleton is boiled in vats of rice wine and left to steep for up to
eight years. The manufacturer then adds herbs and snake venom to the liquid and packages it
in exotic bottles – some shaped like happy tigers or with pictures of tigers leading idyllic lives.
Nothing could be further from the truth. The resulting mixture is rated 38 proof and marketed to
the newly wealthy Chinese and tourists as a tonic to cure your ailments, aches, and pains.

Vendors of this atrocious liquid are not supposed to call the liquid “tiger wine” as China
officially deems it illegal. Most shopkeeprs will proudly acknowledge that the tonic is indeed
the fabled tiger wine and try to sell you on its merits. Those who have tasted the abominable
elixir liken it to a cross between cough syrup and cheap brandy. It is marketed as a luxury item
near big hotels and as a status symbol for big banquets. The cost? Depending on how long the
bones were steeped, a bottle of tiger wine will cost you from U.S. $150 to $1000.

Despite the ban on products made with endangered animal parts, China openly markets the
tiger wine in shops and on the internet with its own page on Alibaba. If you order the tonic, you
do risk it being confiscated by Customs, but if you’re willing to consume wine steeped in tiger
bones, I’d say you’re up for a little risk anyway.

China is obviously aware of the tiger farms and even any small investigation would certainly
turn up the link between the farms and the tiger wine industry. The largest tiger farm in Guilin
province, Xiongsen Bear and Tiger Mountain, is owned by Zhou Weisen, who also operates a
tiger wine manufacturing plant. Not a difficult connection to make. The park has nearly doubled
in size over the past decade, despite dwindling visitors. Tigers live in rusting enclosures with
overgrown weeds and unsanitary conditions. The farms plans to grow even larger to meet the
demand for tiger wine from people who believe the liquid is an aphrodisiac that can cure their
ailments. The industry is growing so fast, tiger farms are being set up in neighboring Laos and
Vietnam to meet the demand.

Are CITES member countries allowed to so openly flaunt the agreement they signed? Is there
no punishment or fine that can be levied against them? Who is speaking for the tortured,
starving, and murdered tigers in China?

The government needs to educate the Chinese that wine steeped in tiger bones, medicines
made with ground up rhinoceros tusk, bear bile, and deer musk do not impart magical powers
of healing and will not pep up your love life. In an effort to combat poaching of wild,
endangered animals, China made it illegal to knowingly consume products made from
endangered animals. With a wink and a nod, China sanctions the farming of endangered
animals, claiming it reduces poaching. The opposite is true. As more people are exposed to
the illicit products, demand increases and is supplemented by illegally poached wild animals.

The International Fund for Animal Welfare (IFAW) polled Chinese citizens. Nearly 70 percent
are unaware that ivory comes from dead elephants. They believe that if these products which
come from dead animals are on the market, they must be legal.
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Demand is also being triggered by affluence rather than the alleged health benefits of unlawful
products. If the Chinese government wants to pay more than lip service to the laws banning
consumption and trade of endangered animals, they need to both educate their populace and
enforce the laws. Prison terms and hefty fines will deter and at least slow the growth for this
black market.

Until then, speak up when you hear anyone talk about the health benefits of endangered
animal parts. Refuse to purchase anything made from endangered animal parts, or even
products from China, until your voice is heard. Our trade deficit in legal goods imported from
China is large enough. Let’s not compound the deficit by fueling demand for the suffering of
animals. Use your voice!

I have a voice and I Speak For Paws!

Photo Credit: Seread,,  Adobe Stock

Tammy Wunsch
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